BUILDING FOR
SUCCESSFUL DIGITALISATION
in the Estate and Facilities Management Industry

TOWARDS SUSTAINABLE BUSINESS
The topic of sustainable employment has grown in importance over years, as companies
focus on progressive practices to uplift their workforce with sustainable long-term
business growth in mind. In the Estate and Facilities Management (EFM) space, there is
growing impetus for industry-led collaboration to improve the livelihoods of essential
services trade workers involved in job roles ranging from cleaning to landscaping. Seen
against the backdrop of the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, which has exacerbated
manpower shortages with EFM companies struggling to recruit both local and foreign
workers, reform in the EFM space is even more pressing.
Companies have pro-actively adopted emerging technologies to increase productivity,
but with uneven digitalisation results across the board. What were some success factors
of companies which had made progress in their path towards automation?
As part of the Estate and Facilities Management Lighthouse Project, the Singapore
Business Federation (SBF) Sustainable Employment Programme Office organised a
Learning and Innovation Session, aggregating leading industry players from LionsBot,
JTC and CBM to share about their digital transformation journey.

THE CASE FOR DIGITALISATION (I)
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THE CASE FOR DIGITALISATION (II)
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KEY CONSIDERATIONS IN
TECHNOLOGY ADOPTION (I)
Choosing What to Automate:
Low Hanging Fruits

Building Winning Contracts:
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Relationships
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KEY CONSIDERATIONS IN
TECHNOLOGY ADOPTION (II)
Including Trade Staff in the Equation
Ensuring buy-in from trade staff
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INTRODUCTION TO EFM LIGHTHOUSE PROJECT
The “Sustainable Employment – Achieving Purposeful Business Success Together” Report was launched by
the Singapore Business Federation (SBF) in 2019, calling on employers to improve their sustainable
employment practices. As one of the recommendations in the report, the EFM Lighthouse Projects brings
together service buyers, service providers, and sectoral trade associations and chambers (TACs) from the
EFM industry to embark on pilot projects to multi-skill workers and enlarge jobs, with an aim to enhance the
remuneration and career development of blue-collar trade staff in the EFM space. Learning and innovation
sessions have been organised to share case studies and best practices.
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For more information on how you can start your sustainable business journey,
visit sustainable-employment.sbf.org.sg.

